Abstract. -Resource allocation in sparsely connected networks, a representative problem of systems with real variables, is studied using the replica and Bethe approximation methods. An efficient distributed algorithm is devised on the basis of insights gained from the analysis and is examined using numerical simulations, showing excellent performance and full agreement with the theoretical results. The physical properties of the resource allocation model are discussed.
Many theoretically challenging and practically important problems involve interacting variables connected by network structures [1] . Statistical mechanics of disordered systems makes contributions towards the understanding of such systems at two levels. Macroscopically, it describes the typical behaviour of the networks, using established techniques such as the replica method. Microscopically, it analyses the relation between the variables, using techniques such as the cavity method, that give rise to efficient computational algorithms.
Most of the studies carried out and approximations suggested so far have focused on cases of discrete variables. In this letter we study a system with real variables that can be mapped onto a sparse graph and suggest an efficient message passing approximation method. The system we use here as a prototype for this inference problem, termed resource allocation, is well known in the areas of computer science and operations management [2, 3] . The problem itself is quite general and is applicable to typical situations where a large number of nodes are required to balance loads/resources, such as reducing internet traffic congestion and streamlining network flows of commodities [4] . In computer science, many practical solutions currently are employed to distribute computational load between computers connected in a network. They are usually heuristic and focus on practical aspects (e.g., communication protocols).
The problem we are addressing here is more generic and, in the context of computer networks, is represented by nodes of some computational power that should carry out tasks. Both computational powers and tasks will be chosen at random from some arbitrary distribution. The nodes are located on a randomly chosen sparse network of some connectivity. The goal is to migrate tasks on the network such that demands will be satisfied while the migration of (sub-)tasks is minimised. We focus here on the satisfiable case where the total computing power is greater than the demand, and where the number of nodes involved is very large. This is of interest to physicists due to the applicability of the techniques we introduce to the analysis of sparsely connected systems with real variables.
We consider a typical resource allocation task on a sparse network with N nodes, labelled i = 1, . . . , N . Each node i is randomly connected to c other nodes, and has a capacity (computational capability minus allocated tasks) Λ i randomly drawn from a distribution ρ(Λ i ).
(The algorithms presented later can easily accommodate any connectivity profile within the same framework.) The current y ij ≡ −y ji drawn from node j to i is aimed at satisfying the capacity constraints j A ij y ij + Λ i ≥ 0, representing the 'revised' assignment for node i, where A ij = 1/0 for connected/unconnected node pairs i and j, respectively. We consider the load balancing task of minimizing the energy function (cost) E = (ij) A ij φ(y ij ), where the summation (ij) is over all node pairs, subject to the capacity constraints, and φ(y) is a general even function of the current y.
To illustrate the replica approach, it is convenient to introduce the chemical potentials µ i of nodes i, and approximate the current y ij as driven by the potential differences between nodes y ij = µ j − µ i . Since sparse networks are locally tree-like, the probability of finding short loops is vanishing in large networks, and we expect the approximation to work well.
We focus here on the optimization problem in the space of chemical potentials. Since the energy function is invariant under the addition of an arbitrary global constant to all chemical potentials, we introduce a regularization term ǫ i µ 2 i /2 to break the translational symmetry, where ǫ→0. The replicated partition function [1] , for a temperature T ≡ β −1 , averaged over all network configurations of connectivity c and capacity distributions ρ(Λ i ), becomes
Here N = Aij =0,1 i δ( j A ij −c) is the total number of graphs with connectivity c. In this letter, we are interested in the case of intensive connectivity c ∼ O(1) ≪ N . Extending the analysis of [5] and averaging over all connectivity matrices, one finds
where
The somewhat unusual indices of the order parameters Q r,s andQ r,s , the vectors r and s, represent n-component vectors (r 1 , . . . , r n ) and (s 1 , . . . , s n ) respectively. This is a result of the specific interaction considered which entangles nodes of different indices. The order parameters Q r,s andQ r,s are given by the extremum condition of Eq. (2), i.e., via a set of saddle point equations w.r.t the order parameters. Solving the equations directly is difficult; to obtain solutions iteratively we introduce the generating function of the form
EliminatingQ r,s , and substituting the saddle point equation of Q r,s into Eq. (3), we find a recursion relation for P s (z), expressed in terms of c − 1 functions P s k (µ) (k = 1, .., c − 1), integrated over µ and summed over s k . This algebraic structure is typical of the Bethe lattice description of networks of connectivity c, where nodes are divided into generations. Each node provides input to an ancestor node and receives input from c−1 descendent nodes. This forms a tree structure, in which the state of a node depends on those of its subsequent generations.
In the replica symmetric ansatz, we consider functions of the form
where T represents the tree terminated at the vertex node with chemical potential µ, providing input to the ancestor with chemical potential z, and . . . Λ represents the average of the capacities of each node of the tree over the distribution ρ(Λ).
Note that the replicas are coupled through their common dependence on the quenched variables Λ. This is in contrast to conventional derivations, such as the SK model [1] , in which the dependence on the disorder is integrated out, leading to more explicit inter-replica dependencies. The resultant recursion relation for the function R is independent of the replica indices, and hence remains valid in the n → 0 limit. It is given by
Here, T k represents the tree terminated at the k th descendent, and Λ V (T) is the capacity of the vertex of the tree T. In D, Λ V is the capacity of the vertex fed by c trees T 1 , .., T c .
Eq. (5) expresses R(z, µ|T) in terms of c−1 functions R(µ, µ k |T k ) (k = 1, .., c−1), integrated over µ k . Again, this is characteristic of the Bethe lattice structure. Furthermore, except for the factor exp(−βǫµ 2 /2), R turns out to be a function of y ≡ µ − z, which is interpreted as the current drawn from a node with chemical potential µ by its ancestor with chemical potential z. One can then express the function R as the product of a vertex partition function Z V and a normalization factor W , that is, R(z, µ|T) = W (µ)Z V (y|T). In the limit n → 0, the dependence on µ and y decouples; this enables one to derive a recursion relation for the vertex free energy F V (y|T) ≡ −T ln Z V (y|T) when a current y is drawn from the vertex of a tree T,
In the zero temperature limit, this recursion relation reduces to
Using the replica approach, the averaged free energy of the network is given by
(8) These results can be interpreted by the cavity method. Let F (y|T) be the free energy of a tree T whose vertex has a capacity Λ V (T) , and a current y is drawn from the vertex. It is related to the free energies F (y k |T k ) of its descendents that branch out from the vertex via
.
The free energy can be considered as the sum of two parts:
where N T is the number of nodes in the tree T, and F av the average free energy per node. This allows one to rederive the recursion relation Eq. (6), with the second term being the average free energy. Furthermore, the free energy per node agrees with Eq. (8) of the replica approach. Moreover, the same iterative equations can be directly linked to those obtained from a principled Bayesian approximation, where the logarithms of the messages passed between nodes are proportional to the vertex free energies, as will be shown elsewhere.
The current distribution and the average free energy per link can be derived, in both the replica and cavity approaches, by integrating the current y ′ in a link from one vertex to another, fed by the trees T 1 and T 2 , respectively; the obtained expressions are P (y) = δ(y − y ′ ) ⋆ and E = φ(y ′ ) ⋆ where
The solution of Eq. (7) can be obtained numerically. Since the vertex free energy of a node depends on its own capacity and the disordered configuration of its descendents, we generate 1000 nodes at each iteration of Eq. (7), with capacities randomly drawn from the distribution ρ(Λ), and each being fed by c − 1 nodes randomly drawn from the previous iteration. We have discretized the vertex free energies F V (y|T) function into a vector, whose i th component is the value of the function corresponding to the current y i . To speed up the optimization search at each node, we first find the vertex saturation current drawn from a node such that: (a) the capacity of the node is just used up; (b) the current drawn by each of its descendant nodes is just enough to saturate its own capacity constraint. At this saturation point, we can separately optimize the current drawn by each descendant node, providing a convenient starting point for searching the optimal solutions. To compute the average energy, we randomly draw 2 nodes, compute the optimal current flowing between them, and repeat the sampling to obtain the average. Figure 1(a) shows the results of iteration for a Gaussian capacity distribution ρ(Λ) with variance 1 and average Λ . Each iteration corresponds to adding one extra generation to the tree structure, such that the iterative process corresponds to approximating the network by an increasingly extensive tree. We observe that after an initial rise with iteration steps, the average energies converge to steady-state values, at a rate which increases with the average capacity.
To study the convergence rate of the iterations, we fit the average energy at iteration step t using E(t)−E(∞) ∼ exp(−γt) in the asymptotic regime. As shown in the inset of Fig. 1(a) , the relaxation rate γ increases with the average capacity. Note that a cusp exists at the average capacity of about 0.45, below which convergence is slow due to a plateau that develops in the average energy curve before the final stage; the plateau disappears and the convergence is fast above the cusp. The slowdown is probably due to the appearance of increasingly large clusters of nonzero currents in the network, since clusters of nodes with negative capacities become increasingly extensive, and draw currents from increasingly extensive regions of nodes with excess capacities to satisfy the demand. Figure 1(b) illustrates the current distribution for various average capacities. The distribution P (y) consists of a delta function component at y = 0 and a continuous component whose breadth decreases with average capacity. As shown in the inset of Fig. 1(b) , the fraction of links with zero currents increases with the average capacity. Hence at a low average capacity, links with nonzero currents form a percolating cluster, whereas at a high average capacity, it breaks into isolated clusters.
The local nature of the recursion relation (7) points to the possibility that the network optimization can be solved by message passing approaches, which have been used successfully in various inference problems [6, 7] . Their main advantage is in the potential to solve global optimization problems via local updates, thereby reducing the computational complexity. For example, the computational complexity of quadratic programming for the load balancing task typically scales as O(N 3 ), whereas capitalizing on the sparse network topology, the scaling using message passing reduces to O(N ). An even more important advantage, relevant to practical implementation, is its distributive nature. Since it does not require a global optimizer, it is particularly suitable for distributive control in evolving networks.
However, in contrast to other message passing algorithms which pass conditional probability estimates of discrete values to the neighboring nodes, the messages in the present context are more complex, since they are functions F V (y|T) of the current y. We simplify the message to 2 parameters, namely, the first and second derivatives of the vertex free energies. For the quadratic load balancing task, it can be shown that a self-consistent solution of the recursion relation Eq. (7) consists of vertex free energies which are piecewise quadratic with continuous slopes. This makes the 2-parameter message a very precise approximation.
Let
) be the message passed from node j to i. Using Eq. (7), the recursion relations lead to the forward message (A ij , B ij ) from node j to i, followed by the backward message y jk from node j to k,
with φ ′ jk and φ ′′ jk representing the first and second derivatives of φ(y) at y = y jk respectively. We simulate networks with c = 3, φ(y) = y 2 /2 and compute their average energies. The network configurations are generated randomly, with loops of lengths 3 or less excluded. As shown in Fig. 1(c) , the simulation results of the message passing algorithm have an excellent agreement with those obtained by the recursion relation Eq. (7).
For the quadratic load balancing task considered here, an independent exact optimization is available for comparison. The chemical potentials turn out to be the Lagrange multipliers of the capacity constraints, and the relation between the currents and the chemical potentials turn out to be exact. The Kühn-Tucker conditions for the optimal solution yield
Like in the message passing algorithm, this condition also provides a local iterative solution to the optimization problem. Both the recursion relation of Eqs. (7) and (11) yield excellent agreement with the iteration of chemical potentials, Eq. (12), as shown in Fig. 1(c) for c = 3, 4, 5. We also observe a decrease in the average energy as the connectivity increases as it provides more freedom in the allocation of resources. When the average capacity is 0.2 or above, an exponential fit E ∼ exp(−k Λ ) is applicable, where k lies in the range 2.5 to 2.7.
In the inset, we see that the average energy scales as (c − 2) −1 in this regime. Both Eqs. (11) and (12) allow us to study the distribution of the chemical potentials µ. As shown in Fig. 1(d) , P (µ) consists of a delta function and a continuous component. The fraction of nodes with zero chemical potentials, corresponding to those with unsaturated capacity constraints, increases with the average capacity (inset). Hence at a low average capacity, saturated nodes form a percolating cluster, whereas at a high average capacity, it breaks into isolated clusters. It is interesting to note that at the average capacity of 0.45, below which a plateau starts to develop in the relaxation rate of the recursion relation, Eq. (7), the fraction of unsaturated nodes is about 0.53, close to the percolation threshold of 0.5 for c = 3.
Further properties of the optimized networks have been found by simulations. (a) When the average capacity drops below 0.1, the energy rises above the exponential fit applicable to the average capacity above 0.2. (b) The fraction of links with zero currents increases with the average capacity, and is rather insensitive to the connectivity. Remarkably, except for very small average capacities, the function erf( Λ / √ 2) has a very good fit with the data as it corresponds, for large Λ , to the fraction of links with both vertices unsaturated ( Fig. 1(b)  inset) . (c) The fraction of unsaturated nodes increases with the average capacity, and is rather insensitive to the connectivity (Fig. 1(d) inset) . In the limit of large average capacity it approaches the upper bound of ∞ 0 dΛρ(Λ), the probability that the node capacity is nonnegative. (d) The convergence time of Eqs. (11) and (12) can be measured by the time for the r.m.s. of the changes in the chemical potentials or sum of the currents in both message directions to fall below a threshold, respectively. Above an average capacity of 0.2 we find a power-law dependency on the average capacity, the exponent being about -0.5 for c = 3, 4, 5 for Eq. (11), and ranging from −1 for c = 3 to −0.8 for c = 5 for Eq. (12). When the average capacity decreases further, the convergence time deviates above the power laws.
In summary, using the example of the resource allocation problem on sparsely connected networks, we have demonstrated the use of message-passing methods for optimization, based on recursion relations derived from the replica method, and interpretable using the cavity method. This extends the conventional usage of Bayesian message passing for inference in problems with discrete variables to problems with continuous variables (such as in optimization), opening up a rich area for further investigations with many potential applications. The resultant recursion relation leads to a computationally efficient 2-parameter message passing algorithm for optimizing the average energy; simulation results show excellent agreement with the original recursion relation. For the simple but illustrative example of a quadratic cost function, message passing shows a remarkable agreement with an exact algorithm based on local iterations of chemical potentials. The study also revealed the physical properties of the resource allocation model, such as the cuspy slowdown of convergence due to a possible percolation transition of the unsaturated nodes, the decrease of the average energy with the average capacity and the connectivity, the increase of the fraction of zero-current links and unsaturated nodes with the average capacity and their weak dependence on the connectivity. * * * This work is partially supported by the Research Grant Council of Hong Kong (grants HKUST6062/02P and DAG04/05.SC25) and EVERGROW, IP No. 1935 in FP6 of the EU.
